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BY

G. E. BREDON, FRANK RAYMOND^) AND R. F. WILLIAMS(')

Introduction. There is the important conjecture that every compact group

G of transformations on a manifold M is a Lie group. As is well known, if G

is not a Lie group then G must contain a £-adic group which in turn acts

effectively on M.

Recently, Yang has shown [7] that if a />-adic group does act on M, then

the orbit map raises the integral cohomology dimension by 2. To obtain this

result Yang extends the Smith special homology theory to maps of prime

power period, using the reals mod 1 as coefficients.

In this paper the authors compute the cohomology of the universal classi-

fying space Bo, for G = AP, the £-adic group, and G = 2lp, the />-adic solenoid.

These results are then used with methods fitting the general scheme of [l ]

to prove the dimension theorems of Yang.

We conclude the paper with fixed point theorems for £-adic solenoids.

To calculate the cohomology of BAp and Bxp we use Milnor's method of

joins. The M-fold join of the £-adic solenoid is obtained as the limit of an in-

verse sequence of M-fold joins of the circle. The M-fold join of the circle is

fibered (a principal fibration) by the circle with base space complex projec-

tive space. Equivariant maps from one fibration in the sequence to another

are constructed. The inverse limit of these fibrations gives a principal fibra-

tion by the £-adic solenoid of the M-fold join of the £-adic solenoid. The uni-

versal classifying space is the inverse limit of the universal classifying space

of the circle group. Then we obtain the cohomology of B^p by taking the

direct limit of the cohomology of the complex projective spaces in the inverse

sequence of fibrations.

In §2 we show how to construct a space M' on which the ¿>-adic solenoid

acts from a space M on which the £>-adic group acts. This is important be-

cause the £-adic solenoid acts trivially on the cohomology of M'. The spectral

sequences associated to the actions of Ap on M are complicated by the lack

of simplicity of the coefficients. However, by considering the action of

APE^p on M' the spectral sequences become more manageable. The induced

action of APEM' corresponds to a certain global situation. Results from this

global situation when localized give the theorems on dimension for the action

of A p on M.
Throughout this paper Alexander-Spanier cohomology with compact

supports will be used. Coefficients will be the ring of integers Z unless other-
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wise specified. The field of integers modulo a prime q will be denoted by Zq.

The group of £-adic rationals (i.e., fractions of the form a/p', aEZ) will be

denoted by Rp and the group RP/Z of £-adic rationals mod one, by P„(l).

Cohomology dimension will be taken in the sense of H. Cohen [3] (also see

[1, Chapter I]). Thus dimLZ = « if and only if PC+1(P, P)=0 for all open
subsets Uof X, and, as is shown in [3], this implies that H[(U, P) =0 for all

i>n.
In §§4 and 5 we have stated the results in terms of generalized (cohomol-

ogy) manifolds (see [l] or [6]) instead of the more restrictive locally eu-

clidean manifolds. We require, once and for all, that all generalized manifolds

be locally orientable.

Independently, C. N. Lee has treated these same questions for the case

of a free action. He will publish his results in a paper entitled Compact 0-

dimensional transformation groups. We also understand that J. P. Serre has

(unpublished) proofs for some of these results for free actions. It is to be

noted that most of the complications in the present treatment are due to the

fact that we consider general actions instead of free ones.

We wish to express our thanks to C. T. Yang for having given us a copy

of his manuscript, p-adic transformation groups. We also wish to acknowledge

Yang's priority to Theorems 2 and 3, which he stated and proved in terms of

homology.

1. Calculation of H*(Bap) and H*(Bzp). Consider an infinite sequence S,

of (2«4-l)-dimensional spheres, j = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Each sphere S¡ may be re-

garded as the «-fold join of the 1-sphere. Each point xESi can be described

by its join coordinates (zo, zi, • • • , z„, 0O, 0i, • • • , 8n) where the z¿ are complex

numbers of norm 1 and the 0¿ are the barycentric coordinates, (i.e., the 0< are

real non-negative numbers whose sum is 1). The circle group C¡ acts freely

on Si by c(za, zu ■ ■ ■ , z„, 0O, 0i, • • • , 0n) = (czo, Mi, ■ • • , M„, 0o, 0i, • • • , 6n).

This action defines a principal fibration (the Hopf fibration) of Sy onto the

2w-dimensional complex projective space Py. Let 7Ty denote this map. Milnor

has shown [5], that the bundle is trivial over

{iTi(zo, ■ ■ ■ , zn, 0o, 0i, • • • , 0n) | 0, 9a o}, lor each fixed i £ {0, 1, • • • , «}.

Let A,-: Cj—*Cj-i be the homomorphism defined by Ay(c)=cp. Define an

equivariant map //: Sy —* Sy_i by /y(c(zo, zi, ■ ■ • , zn, 8Q, 0i, • • • , 0„))

= Ay(c)(zJ, z\, • ■ ■ , Zn, 60, 81, • ■ ■ , 8n). Let // denote the induced map

// : Pj—*Pj-i. Clearly, {(Sy, Py, Cy7Ty),/y} forms an inverse sequence of fibra-

tions. Let S=Inv lim{Sy, /y} and P = Inv lim{Py, /y}. By looking at the in-

verse limits in terms of their coordinates, one easily sees that Inv lim { Cy, Ay}

= 2j,, S is homeomorphic to the «-fold join of Sp, and the induced map

ir : S-^>P is a principal fibration with fiber SP. Moreover, the bundle (S, P, Sp, t)

is trivial over {7r({z0, Zi, • • ■ , z„, 0O, 0i, • • • , flnjy^i^O}, for each fixed

t£{0, 1, 2, • • -,»}.
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In order to compute ££*(£; Z) it suffices to compute f¡ti(ui) m terms of

Uj+i, where u¡, (respectively w,+i)> is the generator of H2(Pj\ Z), (respectively

i£(£y+i; Z)), because £i*(£; Z) = Dir lim{££*(£,; Z), f'^}. (Recall that

H2riPj\ Z)~Z, 0 = r = M, and 0 otherwise. Moreover, £f2r(£,-; Z) is generated

by u), where exponentiation means cup product multiplication.) Let jE'i' de-

note the £2 term of the spectral sequence of the fibration (5>, Pj, C¡, r¡) ; then

di maps the generator of ££(C,-; Z) onto u¡. The map /,+i: ¡E¡% —tj+iE'i, in-

duced by//*! sends the generator of ££(C¿; Z) onto ^-times the generator of

££(C,+i; Z). Thus f'jXi(uj) =pUj+i. Since S has no homotopy up to dimension

2m+ 1, 5 may be regarded as 2M-universal and the cohomology of £ to be the

cohomology of BSp up to dimension 2m. But n may be chosen arbitrarily large,

and therefore H2riBSp; Z) ~Rp,r=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , H°iB2p; Z) «Z and 0 otherwise.

In each group C¡ there is naturally imbedded the cyclic group Zj of order

p'. The group Zp¡ acts freely on Sj. Let <p¡: Sj—>Lj denote the decomposition

map induced by this action ; this is a principal fibration and £, is a generalized

lens space. The homomorphism h¡: C~*Cj-\ induces a homomorphism from

Zp¡ to Zpj-i and the equivariant map /,• induces a map g,-: £,—>£,_i, j>0.

Furthermore, on L¡ the quotient group C¡/Zpj acts in such a way that

(£y, Pj, Cj/Zpi, rj) is a principal circle fibration. Note that rj = rj<pj, and

that the induced homomorphism C¡/Zpi—»Cy_i/Zpí-i is of degree 1. As above

one obtains inverse sequences of principal fibrations, {iS¡, L¡, Zp¡, <pj), fj\

and {(£,, Pj, Cj/Zpi, rj ), g¡). Let £ = Inv lim {L¡, g¡ ). Clearly, Inv lim {Zj}

= AP which acts freely on 5. Therefore £ is the base space of this (locally

trivial) principal fibration and its cohomology is the cohomology of BAp up to

dimension 2m.

Consider the commutative diagram of Gysin sequences

U£2, rj*
0 -► £2r(£y) --* £2r+2(£>)  —-+ £2'+2(£y)   —► 0

I /'* I /'* I  *
i/j+i iJi+i J-gy+i

11 '*

0 -» £2'(£>+i)-^ £2r+2(£y+i) -^ H2'+2iLj+i) -+ 0.

If j = 0 then Ui2j is an isomorphism onto, (£o = 5o). Using the fact that

fJti(uTj) = pruTjX\ it follows by induction that £72r+2(£,-; Z)«ZP/, 0 = r<M-l,

and is isomorphic to 0 in the odd dimensions less than 2m+ 1. Therefore, the

diagram reduces to

p>       rj*
0 -> Z ^ Z - —» Zvi —> 0

*
gj+i

Pr

Z _> z —'-> Zpi+y -► 0.
rj
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If i>y,r+i denotes the generator of PP(r+1)(Py; Z) then f*+i(vy>r+i) =pr+1(fy+i,r+i).

Thus, passing to the direct limit it follows that H°(L;Z) ~Z, H2(L;Z) ~RP(1),

andH'(L;Z)=0,rú2n, r^O, 2.
The results of this section are summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let B?p and BAp denote the universal classifying spaces for Sp

and Ap, respectively. Then,

Br(B,;Z)

H(BAp; Z)

Z,

RP,

o,

z,

Pp(l),

10,

r = 0,

r = 2, 4, 6,

r = 1,3, 5,

r = 0,

r= 2,

r * 0, 2.

Remarks. The ring structures are preserved under the direct limits and

in case the coefficient domain is a field, this might be of some importance. It

follows just as above that H*(Bz ; L) is a polynomial algebra on one generator

in dimension 2, provided P, (the coefficient ring) is a field of characteristic

9±p. If the characteristic of P is p then HT(BZp; P) =0 for all r>0. On the

other hand, H'(Bap\ L)=0, for r>0 if the characteristic of Lt^P, and

H'(BAp; L)
lo,

r - 0, 1,

r*0,l,

if the characteristic of P is p.

If G is the limit of an inverse sequence of finite cyclic groups and has no

element of finite order, then G is an "adic group." The cohomology of the

universal classifying space BG may be computed in exactly the way we have

described above. In fact,

Z,        r = 0,

Hr(BG;Z) ~   Character group of G,       r = 2,

.0,        r 9±0 or 2.

2. Preliminaries. Let Ap act on a space M and consider Ap as a subgroup

of Sp with Hfp/Ap — S1. It was noticed by D. Montgomery that one can define

a space M' and an action of 2„ on M' in such a way that M'/1¡P~M/AP, and

also such that M' is an («4-l)-manifold if M is an w-manifold. The construc-

tion is roughly as follows. If g is a "generator" of Ap then let M' be the space

obtained from MX [0, l] by identifying (x, 1) with (g(x), 0). One can then

obtain an action of 1>p on M' in an obvious manner. In Proposition 2.1 below

we present another construction of this space in a more general case. It is

equivalent to the preceding in the special case.
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Proposition 2.1. Let G be a closed subgroup of a compact topological group

G' with G central in G'. Assume that G' has local cross-sections for G so that G'

is a locally trivial G-bundle over G'/G. Put M' = MXoG' (see [l, IV, 1.3])

and let G' act on M' by g{m, h) = im, hg"1) iwhere im, h) denotes the element of

M' represented by the element mXhEMXG', so that if gEG then im, h)

— (g(m), gh)). Then we have

(1) M' is a locally trivial bundle over G'/G with fibre M and structural

group G.

(2) The sub-transformation group (G, M') of (G', M') leaves each fibre of

M' invariant and on this fibre is equivalent to the transformation group (G, M).

(3) The inclusion MEM' as a fibre induces the natural homeomorphisms

M'/G « M/GXG'/G and M'/G' « M/G.
(4) M' is an in+d)-gm if and only if M is an n-gm and G'/G is a d-mani-

fold.

Proof. (1) follows from general facts in [l, IV, 1.3]. (2) follows from the

equality gim, h) = im, hg-1) = im, g~xh) = ig{m), h) for gEG. The first part of

(3) follows from the fact that for G central the orbit space M'/G is naturally

homeomorphic to MXG'/GXG~M/GXG'/G, and the second part of (3) fol-

lows from the first part in an obvious way or also can be seen from the fact

that the map M'-^M/G induced from the projection MXG''—*M is equivalent

to the orbit map M'—*M'/G'. (4) follows from (1) and the fact that any

fibration of a space is an M-gm if and only if both the fibre and the base are

generalized manifolds (see [l, I, 4.10], or [6, Theorem 6]).

We will be mainly concerned with the case in which G = AP and G'=SP

which satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1. In this case M' is an (m + 1)-

gm if and only if M is an M-gm, since G'/G~Sl.

Lemma 2.2. If G' is a compact connected topological group and G' acts on a

space M', then G' acts trivially on H*iM').

Proof. This lemma is well known if G' is a Lie group since every gEG' lies

on a one-parameter group and hence its action is that of a homotopy. In

general, G' is the inverse limit G' = Inv lim G'/Na of a system of compact con-

nected Lie groups G'/Na, where the Na are normal subgroups of G' with

Inv lim Na = ClNa = (e). Furthermore, M' = Inv lim M'/Na and the projec-

tion M'—^M'/Na induces a transformation group G'/Na on M'/Na. The Lie

group G'/Na acts trivially on H*iM'/Na) and it follows that G' acts trivially

on H*iM') = Dir lim H*iM'/Na). More precisely, the diagram

M'-^* M'/Na

g \gNa

M'—%M'/Na

induces the commutative diagram
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H*(M'/Na) ■--* H*(M')

(gNa)* = identity g*

* *

H*(M'/Na)-:-► H*(M').

For any a£P/*(M') and bEH*c(M'/Na) such that a = ir*a(b), g*(a)=g*ir*a(b)

= ^(gNa)*(b)=irt(b)=a.

In Proposition 2.1, if G = A„ and G'=2P, then G acts trivially on H*(M')

since its action is extendable to the connected group G'. This fact will be of

considerable importance in the following sections.

Lemma 2.3. If G is a compact totally disconnected abelian group and H is a

closed subgroup of G, then H=0Ka, where-the Ka are the open subgroups of G

containing H.

Proof. It is well known that the lemma holds for H=(e). Therefore, in

general, one has that H=C\(KaH) where the Ka are all the open subgroups of

G. Since KaH is also open the lemma follows.

Lemma 2.4. Let G~AP and let Gi = Gp\ Then any open subgroup K is one

of the G i and any closed subgroup H is either (e) or one of the G<.

Proof. Let g be a "generator" of G. Then Gi is the (closure of the) group

generated by gv%. Since the homomorphism g—>g° is an isomorphism onto if

(a, p) = 1, gb generates the same subgroup as does g"' where b = p'a, (a, p) = 1.

Thus let K be open and let b he minimal such that ghEK. It follows easily

that b = p' for some i so that dEK. Since Gi is closed (as well as open) and

g' is dense in G, K cannot be larger than G,. The second part follows easily

from the first part and Lemma 2.3 if one notes that G = Go~DGi~Z)G2, ■ • • ,

P\Gi=(e).
We will restrict ourselves in the remainder of this paper to the case in

which G = AP, G'=2„. Let EG be the Af-fold join of 2P. That is, we shall take

bundles universal up to a very large N, in fact, so large that it does affect

the arguments in this paper. We have shown by the construction used in

obtaining Theorem 1 that there exist equivariant maps

P(e) = Pg/<?0 <—•••«— EG/Gi <— Pe/oi+1 <—•■•<— Eq

where, for convenience, we take EM to be a point. (Each EG/Gi is the TV-fold

join of circles. Moreover, EG = Inv lim EG/G¡, Bq= Inv lim BG/Gi.)

Let us suppose that G acts as a topological transformation group on the

locally compact Hausdorff space M. Then, Af=Inv lim M/G,-, MXEG

= Inv lim(M/GiXEG/Gi). Let G operate on MXEG by the diagonal action

and denote MXGEG=(MXEG)/G by MG as in [l, IV, 3.1]. Then, Ma

= Inv lim(M/Gi)G/Gi.   Let  ir„,<  and   ir,-,y  denote   the   natural   maps   M<?
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-*(M/Gi)o,0, and (M/GíIgig^M/GAo/Gí; i>j. Note that (M/G0)G/Go
= M/G, since we have taken P(e) to be a point.

Let Si be the Leray sheaf in degree two of 7r,,o, and S the Leray sheaf in

degree two of 71,0,0. That is, §v is the sheaf on M/G associated with the pre-

sheaf U-*HÏ(irZè(U)\ Z) for U open and V compact (see [l, XII, 2.1]). (S

has stalks H2(BGi; Z)i)

The maps 7r,+i,< and irx,i induce maps /<+i,<: S¿—*Si+i and /«,,,-: S —»S and

therefore S = Dir lim S,-. (This is clearly true for the presheaves and because

the direct limit of sheaves is defined in terms of the presheaves it follows for

the sheaves.)

Let Py = P(Gy, M)/GEM/G, where P(Gy, M) denotes the fixed point set

of Gy on M. Then clearly S,- has stalks isomorphic to Zp.-,- over F¡ — Py_i for

j<i and is trivial over M/G — P<_i.
The following lemma will be used in §§3 and 4.

Lemma 2.5. The sheaf St is constant over Py —Py_i,/or all j.

Proof. The sheaf Si is trivial over M/G — P,_i. Consequently it is constant

over Py - Py_i, for j > i - 1. For / = i - 1, P(Gy, M) - P(Gy_x, M)
= (F(Gy, M) — P(Gy_i, M))/Gi and is a locally trivial fibre bundle over

Py —Py_i with fibre G/Gy-Zp,-. Therefore, (P(Gy, M) — P(Gy_i, M))G/Gi is a
locally trivial fibre bundle (via 7Ti,o) over Py — Py_i with fibre BGj/Gx

( = Pc/Gi/GJ/cI) and structure group G/Gi (see [l, IV, 1.3]). However, since

the action of G/d on EG/Gi can be extended to an action of G'/d^S1 by our

choice of Eg/g¡ — EG'iGí, we also have that the action of the structural group

G/d on BGj/Gi can be extended to an action of G'/d — S1. Since the action of

a circle group is trivial on cohomology the lemma follows.

3. Effective actions of ^4P on locally compact spaces. In this section we

consider the general case in which G = AP, M is a locally compact Hausdorff

space and dimz M=n<<x>.

By Proposition 2.1, G also acts on a space M' of dimension m = «4-1 over

Z and M'/G^M/GXSK The action of G on M' is extendable to an action

of G'=2P so that G acts trivially on H*(M') by Lemma 2.2. We first obtain

global results about this action and then interpret them to obtain results for

the action of G on M.

We will use the notation Gi = G'i and Fí = F(Gí, M')/GEM'/G of §2.

Lemma 3.1. H?+i(M'/G)=0 (resp., if dimz F(GU M')^m-1 for all i,

thenH?+3(M'/G)=0).

Proof. Consider the diagram M'/G^—^Mq-^^Bg (see [l, IV, 3.1], for

general facts concerning this diagram) and denote by iP'1' and 2ES/ the Leray

spectral sequences of 7Ti and ir2 respectively. Recall that w2 is a locally trivial

fibre map with fibre M' and structural group G. Since G acts trivially on

H*C(M') the coefficients of 2E^' = H!c(Ba; H[(M')) are constant. Thus it fol-

lows from §1 that 2pa' = 0 for s>2 or t>m. Hence H\(MQ; Z)=0 for A>w4-2.
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Remark 3.2. The dimension theorem of Yang (see Theorem 2) for free

actions can now be obtained easily without use of any of our information

about S< or S as follows. Since the fibres of 7Ti are £<? which are acyclic (in

small dimensions), 7Ti is a Vietoris map in small dimensions. Thus

H?+\M'/G; Z)~H?+\Ma; Z)=0. Since M'/G~M/GXSl it follows that
£"+3(M/G; Z) -HT^iM'/G; Z)=0 and the same must be true for any open

subset of M/G, whence dimz M/G = m + 2.

Returning to the general case we also have that iE'¿' = H'eiM'/G; H'iBaJ)

= 0 for t^O, 2 and lEf = H^M'/ G ; S) = Dir lim H^M'/G; S,) by the remarks
following Lemma 2.4 and [4, Théorème 4.12.1].

The sheaf S¡ is trivial over the open set M'/G — £<_i.Therefore H'ciM'/G; S¡)

~H'ciFi-i;&i\ Fi_t) =0fors>m (resp. s = w), since dimz £<_i = dimz£(G,_i, M')

= m (resp. m — 1), and G is effectively finite on £(G,_i, M').

Thus i£2,2 = 0, for s>m, (resp. s — m). It follows that the map, (with

s = mi+4 (resp. s = mi+3)),

H'dM'/G) = iEi°-» iE'K° E H'dM'a) = 0

is injective and this finishes the proof.

Theorem 2 (Yang), dimz Af/G = M+3 iresp., if dimz Fid, M)=m —1 for

all i then dimz M/G — n + 2).

Proof. Since M'/G « M/GXS' we have that £fcn+4(M/G) ~H?+\M'/G) = 0.

This must also be true for every open subset of M/G and hence dimz M/G

= m + 3, by definition.

The second part follows in the same manner, since

£(G„ M')«£(G,-, M) XaG'

and therefore dimz F(Gt, AT) = dim* £(Gf, M) + l.

Remark. If instead of using cohomology with coefficients in the integers

we were to use coefficients in a field £ then dim¿ M/G = n if the characteristic

of Lt^P and dim¿ M/G = m + 2, (respectively =M-fl) if the characteristic

of L = p. One needs only to repeat the argument above using the facts about

H*ÍBa„\ L) as stated in the remarks following Theorem 1. For fields whose

characteristic 9^p the argument is especially easy because the map ri is a

Vietoris map and therefore induces an isomorphism of H*iM'/G) onto

H*iMQ).

Thus it follows that dim¿ M/G = m. That dimL Af/G = M follows from the

fact that dimz, M is assumed to be n and that a proper light map cannot

lower dimension. For fields whose characteristic is p the argument cannot be

simplified. One only needs to observe that the Leray sheaf S in degree 1 is the

sheaf that must be studied in translating the argument from the integers to

a field £ whose characteristic is p.

4. Actions of Ap and 2p on an M-gm. We assume now that M is an M-gm
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over Z. Then M' is an m-gm with m = n +1. From the spectral sequence of the

fibering M'-J>MS1 it follows that M' is orientable if M is orientable and G

preserves the orientation of M. Note that G2 always preserves orientation and

that G2 = G or Gi according as p is odd or p = 2. Moreover, given xEM and

an orientable neighborhood U of x in M, we can always find a neighborhood

FC £ of x and an index i such that G<( V) C U. Since G/G,- is finite, dimz M/Gi

= dimz M/G, it clearly suffices to consider the case in which M is orientable

and G preserves its orientation. We shall assume this in the remainder of this

section. (Alternatively the canonical orientable double covering Md of M

(see [2, §§4.1, 5.2 and 6.1 ]) enables one to lift the action of G so that G pre-

serves the orientation of Md. One easily obtains M/G~iMd/G)/D (£ = deck

transformation ~Z2) and hence dimz M/G = dimz Md/G.)

Consider the proof of Lemma 3.1 and note that tE%m = H2iBa; H?iM'))

= HîiB0; Z)«£p(l). Therefore £p(l) «2£|'m=2£2»m = iír+2(M¿) since 2£5/

= 0 f or s > 2 or t > m.

Remark. For free actions it follows as in Remark 3.2 that Hf+2iM'/G; Z)

«£fcm+2(M¿; Z) -Rpil) and consequently that dimz M/G = m + 2.

Lemma 4.1. The group HUM'/G; Si) =0 for s = mi.

Proof. As in Lemma 3.1, HUM'/G] 8<)=fi](£._i; &í\f,-U- Since
£*(£t_i; S¿|f,._„)=0 for s>m one needs only to show the group to be zero

for s = m. In Lemma 2.5 it was shown that the sheaf S,- was constant over

Fj — £y_i, for all j.

Consider the exact cohomology sequence

-» HliFj - Fj-i; S.-I^.J -» £7(£y;S,|F.) -> IlT(F*.i;l«|i-,J -^0.

By induction, it suffices to show that the first term in the sequence is 0.

If/: M'-^M'/G is the natural map then/_1(£y — £y_i) is a closed subset of

the Mî-gm M'—/_1(£y_i). Suppose FiC/-1(^y — £y-i) were a component of

M'— /_1(£y_i). Then/(Fi) would be a component of M'/G — Fj-i since/ is

open and closed. Let F=/-1(/(Fi)). Then FC/"'(£y-£y-i) and Gy_x would

act effectively on F as Zp. Moreover, V — FC/_1(£y-i)- Hence one could de-

fine an effective action of Zp on M' leaving M'—V pointwise stationary.

Then by the Smith theorems M' = F and therefore G would not act effectively

on M' contrary to assumption. Thus without any loss of generality we may

assume that £=/_1(£y —£y_i) is a closed invariant subset of the orientable

Mz-gm X= M' — /_1(£y_i) and that £ does not contain any component of X so

that H^iF; £)=0 for any coefficient domain £. If j = 0, then F/G = F so

that HfiF/G; Z)=0. If j>0 then G/Gy«Zpí acts freely on £. The Smith
sequence, applied to the subgroup Zp of ZP>~G/Gj yields the exact sequence

£C(£;Zp)^£r(£;Zp)-*0
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which implies that Hf(F/Zp; ZP)^H^(F; Zp)=0. The transfer homomor-

phism <t*:H?(F; Z)-^H?(F/ZP; Z) and the homomorphism/*: H?(F/ZP; Z)

—*H?(F; Z) satisfy a*f*(a)=pa and thus multiplication by p is trivial in

H™(F/ZP; Z). Consider the exact Bockstein sequence

i* j*
-» Hmc(F/Zp; Z) -» Hmc(F/Zp; Z) U He(F/Zp; Zp) -* 0.

The homomorphism i* is multiplication by p and is trivial. Since H^(F/ZP; Zp)

= 0 it follows that H^(F/ZP; Z) =0. Continuing inductively one now obtains

easily that H?(F/G; Z)=H?(F/Zpi; Z)=0 and by the universal coefficient

sequence we get that H?(F/G; P)=0 for any constant coefficient sheaf P.

Thus, since S<| r¡-rj-x is constant and since Py —Py_i = P/G, we have that

H7(Pj — Fi-i; S,-1 Fj-Fj-i) —0 as was to be shown.

Lemma 4.2. PAe group H?+3(M'/G)=0 and there is a subgroup K of

H?+2(M'/G) such that H?+2(M'/G)/K~RP(1).

Proof. The first part follows as in the proof of the second part of Lemma

3.1. For the second part observe that ip22 = 0 for s = m by Lemma 4.1. Thus,

Pp(l) « H?+2(M'a) « !p:+2'° = iPm+2'° = iPm+2'°M(iPr-1,2). Since iPm+2'° -

H?+2(M'/G) the lemma follows.

Theorem 3 (Yang). Let G be a p-adic group which acts effectively on an

m-gm M, over Z. Then dimz M/G = n + 2. Moreover, if M is orientable and G

does not reverse orientation then H?+2(M/G)/K ~Rp(l) for some p-torsion swA-

group KEH?+2(M/G).

Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.2 just as Theorem 2 followed from

Lemma 3.1. That K is a ¿»-torsion subgroup follows from the facts that

P«d3(P™-1,2) and the sheaf Si is constant over Py —Py_i with stalks Zp«'-»'.

Remark. As in the remark following Theorem 2 we can say something

about dim/, M/G when P is a field. If the characteristic of L^p and M is an

w-gm over P then the remark following Theorem 2 states that dim¿ M/G — n.

If M is an M-gm over P and P is a field of characteristic p then the argument

above can easily be modified to show that dim¿ M/G = n 4-1.

Corollary 4.3. If a p-adic solenoid 2P acts effectively on an n-gm M, over

Z, then dimz M/2p = m4-1.

5. Fixed points for actions of 2P. In this section M will denote a locally

compact Hausdorff space and P, a field of characteristic q^p.

Lemma 5.1. If G~Ap acts on M then it*: H*(M/G; LA-^H*(M; Lt) is an

isomorphism onto the subgroup [H*(M; Lq)]G of invariant elements.

Proof. The finite group G/d acts on the space M/d. It follows from

[1, III, 2.3] that H*(M/G; Lq)-^>H*(M/d; Lq) is an  isomorphism onto
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[H*iM/Gi\ Lg)]°. The lemma follows upon passage to the limit Af=Inv

lim M/Gi.

Corollary 5.2. If H*iM; Lq) «£,*(£"; £,) or £*(5"; Lt) and if p^2,
q = 0 or if G acts trivially on £f"(M; £,) then r* is an isomorphism onto.

Corollary 5.3. // G'= 2ZP acts on M, dimLoM< °o and H*iM; £0)

«£7e*(£"; £o), irespectively~H*iS";L0)), then £e*(£(G; M) ; £0) «£c*(£r; L0),

irespectively ~H*iSr; L0)), and n — r is even.

Proof. Let AP = GEG'. By Corollary 5.2, H*iM/G; L0) «£*(£"; £„)

(respectively H*iS»; Lo)). Thus since M/G' ~iM/G)/iG'/G), G'/G~S\ and

FiG', M)«£(G'/G, M/G), the lemma follows from [l, IV, 5.7].

Corollary 5.4. // G' = SP acts on M, dimLoAf< *>, and H*iM; £0)

~H*iEn;Lo) then G' has a fixed point. iSimilarly for £f*(M; £0) ~H*iSn; L0),

n even.)

In a forthcoming paper by one of the authors it is shown that if a p-adic

group G acts on a connected orientable M-gm M over £, such that G acts

trivially on H"iM; £,), then the orbit space is an M-gm over the field Lq, q^p.

Corollary 5.5. If G'=SP acts on a connected orientable n-gm M over Lq,

q^p then each component of FiG', M) is an orientable r-gm over Lq and n — r

is even, r = 0.

Proof. Let .4P = GCG'. The space M/G is an orientable M-gm over Lq.

The circle group G'/G acts on M/G and its orbit space is M/G'. Since G' is

connected and G is totally disconnected, £(G', M)~FiG'/G, M/G). Then

by a theorem of Conner-Floyd (see for example [l, V, 3.2]), each component

of FiG'; M) is an orientable r-gm over Lq and n — r is even.
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